THE COLLECTION

MADE IN USA

AMERICAN GAS LAMP WORKS
Lamps

The World’s Finest Gas, Electric, and LED Lamps

American Gas Lamp Works crafts the unique look and comfort of gas and faux gas lighting for discriminating buyers. We specialize in commercial-grade, foundry-cast aluminum lamps that provide Old World charm and enduring quality for exceptional homes, historic buildings, and romantic settings.

We offer a variety of illumination technologies, each of which adds its own unique ambiance to a space. From open flame to GasGlow® LED illumination technology, you’re sure to find the perfect fit for your home or community.

The Coachman
Item 3000

The Contemporary
Item 1800

The Heritage
Item 1700

The Kronberg
Item 9000

The Washington
Item 2000

The Westmoreland
Item 2300
The Gothic
Item 2900

The Essex
Item 1900

The Vienna
Item 1000

The Grand Vienna
Item 3100

The Boulevard
Item 3600

The Cavalier
Item 1400

GasGlow® LED

Candelabra Base
Finishes
Add Color and Texture to your Product

Pier and Wall Mounts
Sophisticated Style Meets Exceptional Durability

Four-Sided
RM1

Small Six-Sided
RM2; RM3

Large Six-Sided
RM4; RM5

Universal
WM1

Four-Sided
WM4

Six-Sided
WM6

Craftsman
WM7

Sewickley
WM8
Posts
Available in Bolt Down or Burial Installation as noted

Monroe
EP002

Jefferson
EP003

Adams
EP023

Chartiers
EP001

Belle Vernon
EP012

Oakmont
EP123

Monroe
EP002

Jefferson
EP003

Adams
EP023

Chartiers
EP001

Belle Vernon
EP012

Oakmont
EP123

Colonial
EPC01

Beatrice
EMB02

Andrew
EMB12

Middletown
EMT12

Brentwood
EP013

Standard Posts
Smooth

Fluted

Decorative Bases
Pedestal
PBA
Burial

Patio
PBD
Bolt Down
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